Today!—Grand Opening Sale of Beautiful Lake Glen Ellyn

The Villa Tract of Ten Thousand Trees and 151 Large Restricted Home-Sites

This charming property is today placed on the market for the first time. Our last Sunday's advance announcement of the formation of a syndicate limited to 151 families around the most wide spread interest. Hundreds and hundreds have expressed their hearty approval of the splendid protective features of our plan; scores have been and beautiful surroundings. In short, people of good breeding who seek the fellowship of their kind. To such the invitation to cast their lot in Lake Glen Ellyn is extended—regardless of their financial rating.

While the restrictions will be strictly enforced, they impose no burden on the purchaser; there is any man of moderate means, but to those wishing for the protection of each and every buyer.

Not within hundreds of miles of Chicago is there a more magnificent place to live than Lake Glen Ellyn. Only 27 half-miles away, 22 miles directly along the scenic, wooded route which runs within the corporate limits of Lake Glen Ellyn, and is one of the finest drives in the world. It will not be possible by the usual manner. Therefore, we have restricted our entire tract to residences.

Not only the choicest of these 151 superb homesites will naturally go first; there will be a rush for lakefront lots. On every occasion of buying an 87x170 feet property at a cost of $1,000, water connections at $800!.. At the above figures.

If you are interested in our proposition, we must urge quick action. You should no time in visiting us to inspect this fine residence property. We anticipate that all the most desirable lake side parcels will be snapped up today. For the beauty of Lake Glen Ellyn captivates all beholders. And the present prices, as we say, are ridiculously low.

$5 to $50 per front foot—Exceptionally Easy Terms!

The combined purchasing power of 151 members, the elimination of the middleman, the lessened cost of selling bring you back to Chicago in ample time, Sunday, October 11th:

9:05 A.M. 11:45 A.M. 1:00 P.M. 2:05 P.M.

The Aerusc-Eight "Third Rail" operates trains during the summer of every 30 minutes; Sundays every 15 minutes. Their passenger accommodations are slightly lower.

The picturesque lake, the fifty-one home sites are included in the usual manner.

And the wonderful lakeside park, beautiful wooded on all sides, as well as the others, and three to four hundred feet in depth, are offered for example, of buying an 87x170 feet lot at $900. Or in this same generous size with water connections at $800!.. At the above figures.

You may pay one-seventh of the purchase price in each and balance in 36 equal monthly payments. If, in the end, you will owe a real estate mortgage on the property; for the balance, after your ninetieth regular monthly payment has been made. And Lake Glen Ellyn homesites are surely within reach of all refined people of moderate means.